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YOUR SOURCE FOR BESPOKE

EXPERIENCED IN
EVERY DETAIL

In order to truly o�er bespoke product services you must have the creativity to visualise the customers requirements plus 
the product understanding to ensure functionality and purpose. You must have the knowledge of factory capabilities and 

compliance's. The fortitude to produce products never made before. 

The skills to negotiate best terms with people from around the world, navigating di�erent languages and cultures. 

And finally the right team and network that can deliver on time, every time.
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EMBROIDERY GUIDE

1 COLOUR

Simple but stylish, a 1 colour embroidery application can be produced in any colour to either compliment
your brand, message or feature best on your chosen product colour.
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EMBROIDERY GUIDE

1 COLOUR
ACCENT MATCH

Match your logo to the accent colours of the product by requesting your logo to be produced in the accent colours of your chosen items,
simple, stylish and very impactful.
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EMBROIDERY GUIDE

TONAL

Tonal embroidery can be interpreted in many ways, at LUXX BESPOKE we use lighter and darker shades of
the fabric colour to reproduce your logo, brand or message in this classic look.
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EMBROIDERY GUIDE

2 COLOUR

Choose colours from your original logo or alternative colours of your choice to produce a 2 colour version
of your logo that can be stylish, bright, fun and classic.
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EMBROIDERY GUIDE

FULL COLOUR

Using on the original colours of your logo, the full colour option will only best suit certain colour combinations
of product, so choose carefully and let your brand shine in its original form.
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EMBROIDERY GUIDE

EMBROIDERY
RESTRICTIONS

We are the only truly bespoke service and can produce any requirement in any volume but these requests need to
be quoted on accordingly as our Price Guide is based on the following restrictions and requirements:

(1) Minimum of 36 embroidery applications per order
(2) The embroidery application has to be the same size to avoid additional set-up charges
(3) The embroidery application has to use the same technique, for example all ‘Full Colour’

(4) The embroidery application has to be the same orientation
(5) The embroidery application has to be applied to products in the same category, for example all towels
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YOUR SOURCE FOR BESPOKE

PANTONE COLOUR
GUIDE

We understand the importance of detail, as a result we have matched our luxurious fabrics to the closest Pantone colour,
enabling us to match other product categories, creating cross-category collections that look stunning and reflect your

brand identity, product vision or promotional requirement.

WHITE BLACK 421 433 102 277     

324 638 641 2935 280 295 

705 223 233 360        377 560        

165 1795 201 175 7527 467
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